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Who will be the European soccer champion
in 2016? As usual, that has been the cause
of heated debates the past several weeks.
And the spectacle has not even begun… I'll
give it away: the German team will hold the
highly sought-after trophy high at the end.
Then, just like the fans of the other 23 teams,
I (as an avowed soccer fan) am naturally
convinced that the »local« national team will
win. But I would not bet on it – a lot can happen in soccer (and not only there).
Instead, I would put my money on more
sensible things. For example, we have
already begun the large-scale upgrading of
our Jarltech central warehouse hall. The
first of many construction projects on our
premises will ensure for significantly more
capacity mid-term: upon completion there
will be 2,000 new pallet storage spaces.
This means more warehouse capacity and,
ultimately, better availability for you.
After all, the ever-growing product portfolios of our more than 20 vendors requires a
large amount of space. And I don't have to
tell you, availability is everything today.
Exciting new products are continuously
being added, such as Epson's successor
to the throne, the POS printer TM-T88VI. It
has everything it needs to follow in its successful predecessor's footsteps. Read
more about it, as well as what is currently
abuzz in the industry – in this issue of the
Jarltech Update.
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By the way, about my European soccer
championship tip, we'll talk about it again
on 10 July, around 23h! Until that time, I
wish us all an exciting European Soccer
Championship with fair games and top
team performances.
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Join the Conversation!
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Discover the latest ultra-compact and flexible
receipt printer. Compatible with both mobile
and traditional PC POS, the TM-m30 is as
adaptable as it is stylish. Easy software
integration and enhanced connectivity
options mean you can deliver the ultimate
solution to a range of businesses.
Find out more at www.epson.eu/tm-m30
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MARKET NEWS

ZEBRA ZXP 7 PRO

The new Zebra ZXP Series 7 Pro card
printer delivers perfect print results in
large quantities. It is ideally suited for
a variety of applications in retail, hospitality and education. The most notable
innovation compared to the standard
version is the input/output tray with a
capacity of up to 250 cards each, plus
an automatic sorting function for the
printed cards. This increases automatization in daily use and also increases
efficiency.

ZEBRA ZD420

With its new desktop label printer
ZD420 Zebra brings user-friendliness
to the forefront. Thanks to the innovative cartridge system ribbon changes
are so simple, that even unschooled
users only need seconds for it, without mistakes. The 4" label printer
additionally offers a high degree of
flexibility in daily operation with its
above-average performance features. A variety of expansions, such
as a peeler, cutter, a WLAN-Bluetooth
combination and Ethernet interface
make the Zebra ZD420 completely
sustainable, even with changing
requirements – ideal for hospitality,
retail and in the industry.

THE HONEYWELL 1 EURO WARRANTY –
EXCLUSIVELY AT JARLTECH

3-YEAR
WARRANTY
AT COLORMETRICS
Starting now, every new Colormetrics
all-in-one POS system comes with
3 years warranty, standard. The change
is valid for the P2100, P2500, P3100,
P3300 models and the widescreen system Vion. This increases investment
security for you and your customers
and thus makes the checkout systems
even more attractive.

EXTRA SAVINGS FOR BIGGER PURCHASES

Buy great scanners at great prices:
Starting now, you receive big discounts
at Jarltech on selected models of Honeywell's scanning top-sellers Voyager
120Xg and 14XXg, as well as the Hyperion 1300g and the Granit 191Xi.* The
more you buy, the more you save!

www.colormetrics.info

FOR THE FIRST TIME,
PRIMACY WITH A DISPLAY

The Zebra ZXP Series 7 Pro simultaneously performs three duties: encoding, printing and laminating. Thanks to
its encoding function special security
features for access control and identity
cards are realizable.

PSION PRODUCTS AT JARLTECH

Jarltech now offers you Zebra's mobile computing product line, formerly Psion. Their portfolio is extended by
3 products: the vehicle terminal VH10 and the mobile
computers Workabout Pro 4 and Omnii XT 15 Series.
These devices are characterized especially through
their modular design that enables custom after-sales
refitting, thus ensuring the devices remain suitable for
future requirements. Their highly robust housings allow
you to implement these mobile computers into special
applications in adverse environments often found in
manufacturing, warehousing and logistics.
zebra.jarltech.com

For the first time, you now receive the
Evolis flagship, the card printer Primacy,
with an optional LCD display. The color
display simplifies handling, particularly
in stand-alone applications. The display
includes all important functions, such as
the status of the ribbon and cards, support and error messages, as well as
access to set-up data directly via the
display. Additional features include a
card sensor which informs you when the
input cards are getting low, and a higher
print speed (monochrome). You also
achieve more flexibility with a special
model with an open output tray for selfservice solutions.
evolis.jarltech.com

SIMPLE CUSTOMIZATION:
TSC BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

More security costs nearly nothing at
Jarltech: you receive many of the Honeywell desktop, mid-range and mobile printers (formerly Intermec) at Jarltech with a
3-year warranty for just 1 euro more! Take
the simple (and for you, lucrative) step
and extend the manufacturer's warranty
from one year to three. Order these printers at Jarltech with the 1 euro warranty:
PC23d, PC43d/PC43t, PM23c, PM43/
PM43c, PB Series.

EVEN SIMPLER INTEGRATION
WITH THE HONEYWELL ZSIM2

Honeywell's current Firmware update
brings you all the advantages of the
ZSim2 Emulation, and makes Honeywell
printer integration into existing environments easy. The newest version of ZSim
offers maximum compatibility with ZPL II
commands and an improved adaptation
of font types for a consistent design of
your labels. With ZSim2 Honeywell makes
a powerful, fast and user-friendly software
solution in label printing available to you
that allows companies to completely
exploit the advantages of Honeywell in
applications that require ZPL II. The
emulation is available on most printers, is
easy to set up and prints labels that are
visually indistinguishable from other printer manufacturers.

As needed, you may simply customize
the display background on all TSC
printers which feature a display. This
applies equally to the TC, TX, MT and
MX Series. Add a customized customer logo, a service telephone number or simply the printer name – however it best applies to you, or how your
customers wish to have it. Upon
request, order the printers at Jarltech
with an individualized screen – your
customer service representative will
gladly make you a suitable offer.
www.tscprinters.com
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GET UP TO TRIPLE CASH-BACK

Make extra profit on three purchases of
Honeywell printers at Jarltech in 2016!**
If you have not purchased any Honeywell
printers during the past year, then you
should start now – and benefit from significant savings by doing so!

Print:
Druckerei+Verlag Esser
Weilblick 16, 61276 Weilrod

Honeywell offers you a broad choice of
printing solutions based on decades of
experiences. The programmable printers
let you offer your customers versatile
solutions for increased profits and customer loyalty.
Get your cash-back in 3 simple steps:
1. Purchase Honeywell printers at
your reseller price at Jarltech
2. Register on the Honeywell Smart Start
portal and submit your proof of
purchase
3. Get your cash-back!
honeywell.jarltech.com

All brand names, trademarks and logos used in this
magazine are property of their respective owners.
Complete or partial reprint allowed only with express
permission.
Colours, pictures, illustrations and technical specifications are not binding. Errors and misprints excepted.
Photos: Page 6: ©123rf.com/Surachai Phichai,
jeka 81, Jakub Gojda, Nipaporn Panyacharoen.
Page 9: istockphoto.com/ kadmy, Remus Eserblom, Wavebreakmedia, ©123rf.com/ Cathy Yeulet, lightpoet, klotz, goodluz, zoranm, Luca Bertolli, Wavebreak Media Ltd, fiphoto, Jacek Kita. Page
10: ©123rf.com/ Stefano Venturi, rustyphil. Page
12: ©123rf.com/elenabsl. Page 16: ©123rf.com/
Aleksandr Davydov, nearbirds, Nithid Memanee,
Nobuyuki Takahashi, My Make OU. Page 18:
©123rf.com/ Sergey Nivens. Page 19: ©123rf.
com/ siuwing. Page 20: ©123rf.com/ Franck Boston, Lina Shafeeva. Page 26: pixabay.com/unsplash. Page 28: ribah.

* Offer valid until 31 July 2016, only for resellers, and not in combination with other rebates and project prices.
** Only for resellers, find the complete promotion terms and conditions on the Honeywell Smart Start portal.
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TITLE: 3600 SERIES

1. UNSTOPPABLE AND UNBREAKABLE
High reliability means low daily downtimes.
Hardly any downtimes therefore means a
higher return on investment. The 3600 Series
is nearly unbreakable: all scanners in the series easily withstood drop tests from heights
up to 2.4 m and still continue working

flawlessly even after 5,000 drops. The IP67
certification confirms that even when under
water up to a half hour, the scanning performance remains unaffected. These scanners
operate consistently and reliably within a
wide temperature range of -30 to +50° C.

2. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
Scan, recognize, scan, recognize… the
advanced scanning technology ensures
that every barcode is read on the first try,
plus, faster and from further distances than
your customers are used to, even if the bar-

code is shrink-wrapped, damaged, dirty or
poorly printed. The same applies to capturing script, images and documents. The
triple good scan feedback (beeper, LED,
vibration) ensures for high efficiency.

3. UNSURPASSED MAINTENANCE
Zebra has equipped the models of the
3600 Series with industry-leading and
complementary management tools. 123Scan2 and Scanner Management Service
(SMS) complement each other to reduce

ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS LOOKING
FOR FAIL-SAFE PERFORMANCE?
GIVE THEM THE ZEBRA ULTRA-RUGGED 3600 SCANNER SERIES!
No one can give you 100% security. Zebra, however, comes
the closest with the new 3600 Series of ultra-robust barcode
scanners. These scanners outshine others when it comes to
reliability and performance: they are the only ones in the industry and in their class which are dust-tight, spray watertight and water-tight. Add to this impact and cold resistance,
plus the best performance that Zebra has to offer and you get
scanners which your customers can implicitly rely on.

management times and costs through the
automation of the initial set-up, update and
error diagnosis. This makes the management and maintenance of the scanners in
use as simple as possible for you.

4. NEW ERA IN FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
The wireless models (available in June)
feature Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy. This
means: super-quick wireless communication and maximum energy efficiency. The
PowerPrecision+ battery can handle up to

50,000 scans per charge, which is up to 50 %
more than competitor models. The maintenance and surveillance functions are unique, as is the transfer station: it is IP65-certified against the ingress of water and dust.

For every application there is a suitable model: the first corded variants for 1D and
2D barcodes (LI3608 and DS3608) are available now at Jarltech. The Bluetooth
variants (LI3678 and DS3678) will be available in June. The models for scanning
distances up to 21 m, as well as the DPM variants, will become available in the
second half of 2016 – simply make the switch with your customers step by step.

Do what you want with the 3600 Series; these scanners do not bear
grudges. That means: production lines, packaging services, cold storage, heavy industry, drilling rigs – whatever your customers have in
mind, the 3600 Series is ready to meet the challenge.

»
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YOUR CUSTOMERS CAN RELY
ON THE SCANNERS OF THE 3600
SERIES UNCONDITIONALLY.«

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, SIMPLY CALL YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE – CALL TODAY!

www.jarltech.com
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SCANNING: WIRELESS MOBILITY

ARE YOU
SCANNING YET?

EXTREMELY ROBUST: GRANIT 1911I/1981I

For 1D and 2D barcodes, extremely
robust, cold-resistant, up to 100 m range
Together with
■ MP Compact Mobile and Thor VM3 as a forklift trio
■ CK3R and RLe label printers for versatile mobile data
capture in warehouses, logistics and production
■ Tecton and RLe, perfect in cold storage

HIGH-END IMAGER: XENON 1902H

MOBILE HONEYWELL BARCODE
SCANNERS FOR MORE EFFICIENCY
DURING DATA CAPTURE

Specifically for healthcare
applications, for 1D and 2D barcodes

The mechanization of the working world makes our lives easier
and easier – after all, computers today are increasingly taking over
more jobs. Simultaneously, the demands for more efficiency are
also increasing – faster is better, which is, in turn, more profitable.
Technology alone is not the solution; it must also be properly
implemented and continuously developed.

■ Notebook, tablet, PC in laboratories,
pharmacies and for stock management

If someone says to you »with« would be more secure than »without« then stand your ground. Thanks to Bluetooth today, wireless
connections also offer excellent data security. When using a barcode scanner for data capture »wireless« often provides many
advantages compared to corded solutions.

VOYAGER HANDHELD SCANNERS: 1202G, 1202G-BF, 1452G

Together with
■ CT50, E-Class with battery
pack for direct patient contact

Wireless barcode scanners truly increase efficiency in scanintensive applications – the larger the users' required range of
motion, the more efficient. At Honeywell you receive the corresponding Bluetooth scanner for numerous sectors and areas of
usage: from small and easy to handle to extremely robust. Plus,
much more for what you need from a powerful mobile solution –
all from a single source.

Traditional POS scanners for 1D and 2D barcodes

■ with a POS system at the checkout for more spatial
flexibility – especially for furniture, large devices,
in hardware stores and for bulky items
■ Dolphin 75e and RLe for
stock management in shops

MAXI INSTEAD OF MINI: VOYAGER 1602G
Particularly handy mini scanner
for 1D and 2D barcodes

■ with tablet or smartphone for
mobile POS, in-store customer
service, commissioning, materials
management, inventory, patient care
■ with PR2/PR3 for mobile receipt printing
(OS agnostic, MFi-certified)

Bluetooth scanners provide more independence to
existing processes. Use the product combinations and
applications presented above as examples and inspiration for your own solutions. For more information, simply
contact your sales representative – call today!
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IOS WELCOME: CAPTUVO SLEDS

Robust adapters for Apple devices
with an integrated barcode scanner
■ with PR2/PR3 for using Apple devices
as a mobile receipt printing station

www.jarltech.com
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SPARTE: BEITRAGS-NAME
SCANNING:
CASE STUDY

GERMAN SUPERMARKET CHAIN
MODERNISES ITS POS SYSTEMS
FOR FASTER SCANNING, INCREASED STAFF
EFFICIENCY AND ENHANCED CUSTOMER SERVICE

SUMMARY
ABOUT FENEBERG LEBENSMITTEL GMBH

Feneberg Lebensmittel GmbH is a family-owned,
regional supermarket chain in southern Germany.
Feneberg was founded in 1947 and employs over
3,000 staff. Feneberg focuses on the sale of
high quality groceries and particularly promotes
organic and local products with its own brand
»VonHier«.
Feneberg is dedicated to always providing the
best possible customer service and in-store experience for its shoppers. With this in mind, it
decided to update its existing POS systems to
improve the checkout experience. Feneberg replaced tills, printers, scales, imagers and register
scanners at all of its supermarkets.

CHALLENGE

The POS provides the final point of interaction with
the client in the store. Therefore, a good experience at this stage is essential to ensure customer
loyalty and return visits.
In the past, checkout staff had to search for the
barcode on every item and align it properly with the
scanner for it to be processed. They also had to
manually input codes from damaged, poorly
printed or overwrapped barcodes, as well as from
coupons and customer loyalty cards. This all
wasted valuable time at checkout and contributed
to longer queues, especially at peak periods.

SOLUTION

Having previously deployed Zebra Technologies’
MC17 retail mobile computers for self-scanning,
wireless networks and MC55 terminals in its stores,
Feneberg already trusted Zebra Technologies
hardware. Working together with Feneberg's IT
service provider, the imagers were deployed and
installed. The partner also demonstrated his responsibility with his POS retail solution.
Furthermore, check-out scales from Mettler Toledo
were integrated into the bioptic MP6000 imager
from Zebra. This allows for simultaneous scanning
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and weighing. The MP6000s offer a six-sided coverage zone with 100 per cent image processing. As
articles do not have to be perfectly aligned, customers save time at the check-out. Thanks to its
modular design and the integrated scanner on the
customer side, the MP6000 also offers further
functionality, such as allowing Feneberg’s staff to
read 1D and 2D barcodes, even those on customers’ smartphones.

Customer:
Feneberg Lebensmittel
GmbH, Germany

The DS4208 handheld 2D imager and the DS9208
omni-directional hands-free presentation imager
are used to check out at Feneberg’s supermarket
bakeries, butcher’s and flower shops. The staff in
these departments find the imagers easy to use
and have praised their robust design and their
high-performance scanning of 2D barcodes. The
DS9208 imagers have the most compact footprint
in their class, so Feneberg has deployed them in
areas where space is limited.

• DS4208 handheld 2D imagers

RESULTS

• High-performance
scanning allows staff to
work more productively,
quicker and more
efficiently, therefore
ensuring for an improved
customer experience
• The MP6000 can be
expanded for future
requirements
• The imagers are 		
intuitive, user-friendly
and robust – perfect

The imagers from Zebra Technologies have enabled excellent scanning performance and fast
read rates at Feneberg's supermarket checkouts. Staff may accurately and quickly scan any
barcode on any kind of surface, even if it is damaged or displayed on the screen of a mobile
phone or on a plastic loyalty card. This improves
staff productivity and ensures shoppers enjoy
efficient, quick service, leading to greater customer loyalty.
The Zebra imagers are easy to use and robust,
and are therefore ideally suited to the retail environment. Moreover, they can be flexibly adapted
to meet future needs and integrate with any new
software and hardware. The warranties ensure
any faulty imagers are repaired or replaced, minimising equipment downtime. All this contributes
to protecting Feneberg’s investment long term.

Solution:
• MP6000 multiplane 1D/2D
bioptic imagers

• DS9208 omnidirectional
presentation
scanners

RESULTS

14% MORE PRODUCTIVITY,
MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE.
Introducing the Zebra TC8000 Mobile Computer — delivering
14% more productivity.* That’s an extra hour per worker, per shift.
Fully-loaded with more revolutionary-yet-intuitive features, the TC8000 makes
everything more efficient. It’s like adding an extra hour of productivity per worker to
the work day. Mobile computing has never done more for warehouse productivity.
Visit zebra.com/TC8000 to learn more.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT:
WWW.ZEBRA.COM/SCANNERS

www.jarltech.com

*14% productivity improvement is realized on average, actual results are dependent upon use case and scan frequency. ©2015 ZIH Corp. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
Zebra and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of ZIH Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: HANDHELD

FIELD TECHNICIANS: RELIABILITY IS THE KEY

DOING THINGS THE HARD WAY –
INDOORS AND OUTDOORS

Delivery drivers, service technicians, maintenance workers and
meter readers, plus many other mobile workers truly need practical, powerful and reliable devices. Long battery life, flawless
barcode capture, and robust housing, of course, are characteristic of Datalogic's mobile devices. This makes every field usage
a home game.

DATALOGIC'S INGREDIENTS FOR A ROBUST SOLUTION

LOGISTICS: STORE, PACK, SHIP

Dust, drops, long working times – the warehouse is a very demanding environment. For users in warehousing and logistics, powerful
and durable hardware is absolutely essential for working efficiently.
Professional barcode scanners and mobile terminals – those are
the right tools for warehouses, shipment tracking and in logistics
and dispatch centers.

POWER SCANNERS:
CONCENTRATED POWER FOR BARCODE CAPTURE

ROBUST ALL-ROUNDER FOR MOBILE WORKERS

Datalogic conceptualized the PowerScan line specifically for
the rough day-to-day in the industry. The scanners combine
robust housing in characteristic black-yellow with extraordinarily aggressive scan performance. Corded and mobile variants for 1D and 2D barcodes offer exactly the right model for
every application. Standard features, such as Datalogic's
»Green Spot« good scan confirmation, high degree of robustness and user-friendly design are complemented (depending
on the model) by options such as a display, function keys,
vibration feedback, etc.
Whether in production, heavy industry, logistics centers or in the
field: today it is the hardware that sets the pace. That is why the
demand for robust, yet mobile, devices is steadily increasing.
But the demand is not only in areas where robustness is an absolute must, but also where users want to be on the safe side –
in retail, at hospitality events, etc. The calculation is simple:
better to invest more when making the original purchase, rather
than to buy a new device after the first one breaks – that is a
no-brainer.

PRODUCTION: FROM A PART TO THE WHOLE

The most important challenge for high productivity, profitability
and traceability in industrial production is a good team, comprised of people and both manual and automated systems. For
this purpose, Datalogic provides important components for barcode capture and processing, in order to ensure for transparency within the supply chain – from the raw materials up to the
finished product.

Make the choice in demanding environments for industrialsuited hardware from professionals, and help your customers
attain greater efficiency with the robust products from Datalogic. The systems are perfectly matched, easy to handle and
simplify work steps. This speeds up processes, minimizes costs
and increases profit. High IP protection class ratings therefore
prevent downtimes and maintenance efforts.
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At Datalogic, the range of robust mobile data capture devices
features powerful handheld computers for all mobile applications in warehousing, logistics, industry and retail. Depending
on the requirement, the mobile terminals are available with
various numerical and alphanumerical keyboard layouts;
alternately, of course, with a full touch display. An integrated
1D laser scanner or 2D imager, models with a pistol grip, various network standards and extremely robust housing expand
the corresponding area of application.

PowerScan
PM9500 / PBT9500
Handheld wireless scanner
with a range up to 100 m
• Available as a Bluetooth or
narrow band radio variant
• Impact and dropresistant, IP65-certified
• Operating temperature 		
range between -20 and 		
+50 °C

General requirements: What
must the devices be able to do?

PowerScan PD9500
Corded handheld barcode
scanner for demanding users
• Area imager with aggres-		
sive reading performance 		
for 1D and 2D barcodes
• Special versions for
DPM barcodes available
• Impact and dropresistant, IP65-certified

• Robust and weather-proof housing
with a high IP protection rating
• Be operable independent of temperature
• Long battery life in mobile devices
• Interfaces for data exchange
with other devices
• For mobile computers: clearly readable
display, operable with gloves

Learn more about the robust devices from Datalogic
and their entire portfolio at datalogic.jarltech.com and,
of course, from your customer service representative –
simply give us a call!

www.jarltech.com

Falcon X3+
Versatile Windows terminal
for capturing real-time data
• Large keypad and touch 		
display for simple data 		
entry, even with gloves
• Includes Wavelink 		
Avalanche device
management utility
• Ideal for goods tracking 		
and commissioning

www.jarltech.com

DL-Axist
Android mobile computer
with an integrated 2D
scanner
• 5" multi-touch screen 		
and full smartphone 		
functionality
• Highly robust and 		
IP67-certified
• Incl. 3G/4G, WLAN, NFC 		
and Low Energy Bluetooth
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: NOTEBOOK

PROMOTE MORE SECURITY

		

THE GETAC S410 AT A GLANCE:

■ 14" semi-rugged notebook with Windows 7/10
■ IP51 and MIL-STD-810G
certifications
■ 6th generation Intel Core
i3/i5/i7 processor
■ Battery power for an
entire shift
■ Hot swappable battery
for endless operation
(optional)
■ Optionally with a full-HD
multi-touch screen
■ More security with
optional accessories

DISCOVER THE NEW GETAC S410
SEMI-RUGGED NOTEBOOK
Have you ever dropped your notebook, possibly even during operation? Then you know
that it is not a given that it will still work afterwards. Once your customers' standard notebook leaves their desks or laps, then the risk
for them begins. Not with Getac!
Working on a mobile basis does not necessarily
mean you have to be on a construction site. For
most of your customers it probably means they
work in the field, in meetings with colleagues
and customers – in short, outside the office.
Getac offers more security during external meetings with the new semi-rugged notebook S410 –
without the extra price tag and weight, which
you know from fully robust notebooks. The S410
is cold-resistant and all-around more robust than
its predecessor (it features MIL-STD-810G and
IP51 certifications), and even remains unscathed
when dropped from up to 90 cm. At the same
time, it is slimmer and lighter – ideal for when you
are on-the-go.

The variety of
optional upgrades (security features, touch display, faster processor, etc.)
make the S410 an individual workplace for your
customers. And, naturally, every upgrade also is
a (financial) win for you.

Deliver
on time,
time,
every
time:
Dolphin
CT50.
Deliver
on time,
the the
firstfirst
time,
every
time:
TheThe
newnew
Dolphin
CT50.
One-hour
delivery
windows.
Up-to-the-minute
tracking.
First-time
deliveries,
One-hour
delivery
windows.
Up-to-the-minute
tracking.
First-time
deliveries,
every
Delighting
customers
is cornerstone
the cornerstone
of your
success
every
time.time.
Delighting
youryour
customers
is the
of your
success
in in
industry.
driving
remarkable
savings
responsiveness
through
this this
industry.
AndAnd
driving
remarkable
savings
and and
responsiveness
through
process
automation
is how
it every
every
route,
anywhere
process
automation
is how
you’llyou’ll
do itdo
every
day,day,
every
route,
anywhere
in in
the world:
Introducing
the new
Dolphin™
CT50
Mobile
Computer.
the world:
Introducing
the new
Dolphin™
CT50
Mobile
Computer.
CHANGE
YOUR
PERSPECTIVE
CHANGE
YOUR
PERSPECTIVE
closer
at www.honeywellaidc.com/Perspectives-DolphinCT50
LookLook
closer
at www.honeywellaidc.com/Perspectives-DolphinCT50

For everyone who also truly wishes to use a
portable computer on-the-go, order yours with
your sales representative – simply call today!

2015 Honeywell
International
© 2015©Honeywell
International
Inc. Inc.
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Dolphin
is a trademark
or registered
trademark
of Honeywell
International
Dolphin
is a trademark
or registered
trademark
of Honeywell
International
Inc. Inc.

TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES: MOUNTABLE MONITORS

MORE DURABLE.
MORE AFFORDABLE.
MORE VERSATILE.

Brilliant Display. Superior Quality. Competitive Price.
Re-Inventing Interactive Kiosk Solutions With the New 90-Series.

Create brilliant, engaging
experiences with a wide
range of sizes, from 10” to
environment.

New! PCAP 2GS (two glass
solution) technology delivers
a 10 touch interactive
experience with durability in

Drop in replacement with
backwards compatibility
allows for plug-and-play
replacement of existing
units.

Interact@elotouch.com | +32 16 704 500 | www.elotouch.com
Elo and the Elo logo are registered trademarks of Elo Touch Solutions. © 2016 Elo Touch Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. 16041BEB00017

THE 90-SERIES
AT A GLANCE:
 Complete monitor series
ranging from 10" to 27"
 Standard and
widescreen formats
 Newest touch technology in modern,
slim housing
 Attractive price tag,
even on the PCAP
multi-touch models
 Versatile and robust
 With PCAP 2GS
(see Info Box), iTouch/
IntelliTouch (Surface
Acoustic Wave),
AccuTouch (resistive)
 Backwards compatible
for the simple exchange
of older models
 Long-wearing industrial
components for continuous operation

Brilliant Display. Superior Quality. Competitiv

THE NEW 90-SERIES FROM ELO ENLIVENS
THE TOUCHSCREEN MARKET
Elo shines with a new generation of mountable
touchmonitors especially made for kiosk and gaming applications – with an attractive price tag, a
modern look, the newest technology and higher
durability.
Discover the potential of the next generation of
mountable touchmonitors for your business success. The versatility of the models ensures that,
with a little creativity, you will always find the
right area of application for your customers: as a
virtual check-in receptionist, as a service and
monitoring panel for system management, as a
modern interface in navigation applications in
hotels and public buildings, for building management, built into gaming machines and other automat systems, for food selection and billing in
group catering, as an interactive service point
and sales consultant in retail, integrated into customer loyalty systems – the list goes on and on!

Brilliant Display. Superior Quality. Competitive Price
INFO:
PCAP 2GS

Elo's carefully developed PCAP
technology with two layers of glass
(2GS) stands for the next step in robust,
yet highly sensitive touchmonitors. With
10 independent touch points multi-player
applications are also possible. By forgoing plastic in the touch panel, the
overall presentation is improved,
plus it avoids wear and tear –
for a long product
lifecycle.

Re-Inventing Interactive Kiosk Solutions With the New 90-S

Re-Inventing Interactive Kiosk Solutions With the New 90-Series.

New!
2GS (two glass
Drop in replacement
with
engaging
New! PCAP
2GSPCAP
(two glass
Drop in replacement
with
Create Create
brilliant, brilliant,
engaging
solution) technology
delivers
backwards compatibility
experiences
with a widesolution) technology
delivers
backwards compatibility
experiences
with a wide
10 touch interactive allows for plug-and-play
allows for plug-and-play
of sizes,
a 10 touchainteractive
range ofrange
sizes, from
10” from
to 10” to
experience
withindurability
in
experience
with durability
replacement
of existing
replacement
of existing
units.
environment.
units.
environment.

GET PRICES, DELIVERY TIMES AND MORE INFORMATION FROM YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE – CALL TODAY!

Interact@elotouch.com
| +32 16
704 16
500704
| www.elotouch.com
Interact@elotouch.com
| +32
500 | www.elotouch.com
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TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES: DESKTOP

TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES: LFD

TOUCH FOR THE TABLE
ATTRACTIVE IIYAMA DESKTOP TOUCHMONITORS AT A GREAT PRICE

COST-EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS FOR DIGITAL
SIGNAGE & CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTS
A large selection of video and audio inputs
ensures for connectivity. In addition to the
common analog and digital signal ports
VGA, RCA (video), DVI-D, HDMI with HDCP,
and the audio signal ports mini jack and
RCA L/R, the four models not only offer
RCA (L/R) audio and IR outputs, but also
the traditional serial interface RS2232C.
Plus there is an IR extender, USB 2.0 for
the media playback function, and RJ45 for
LAN management.

iiyama offers the optimal platform for
numerous applications with its LFD entrylevel series. As kiosk and information systems, the large format displays are not only
suitable for usage in airports, shopping
centers, showrooms and conference centers, but also at the POS/POI in retail or the
industry (such as education and training), in
museums and exhibitions, as well as at
trade shows.
With a sleek, modern design and all the relevant functions, they are easily integrated
into common retail applications for standalone operation. Equipped with the newest
IPS, respectively AMVA3 panel technology,
the displays provide an excellent viewing
angle, high brightness and exceptional
color reproduction. Play music, films and
images from a USB or network via the
media playback function. Numerous input
signals, integrated speakers and a sleek,
light design simplify the displays' installa-

The invention of the touchscreen over 40
years ago was a milestone in user-friendliness. Since then a lot has happened: today
you distinguish a variety of technologies, available in any size for countless applications.
Projected Capacitive Touch Technology
(PCAP) has established itself with mobile
end devices, and is being increasingly used
for larger touchscreens as well, since it is
particularly durable and is considered to be
the most user-friendly technology.
iiyama, one of the biggest touchscreen manufacturers in the world, also increasingly
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relies on PCAP touch in the desktop segment. All »classic« desktop sizes from 15" to
22" are available with PCAP technology –
in standard and widescreen models. All
models impress with 10 independent touch
points for a high degree of interactivity.
Visually, the completely smooth glass surface impresses, without a disturbing frame.
Operation is intuitive, possible with a touch
pen, finger and even gloves.
Not only the technology and optics are
attractive at iiyama: the price-performance
ratio will also convince you and your customers. Even better: convince yourself!

www.jarltech.com

LARGER SELECTION:

You also receive the larger iiyama
touchmonitors (32" to 55’') with PCAP
technology at Jarltech. Let your customer service representative make you
a personal offer – call now!

tion, transportation, mounting and integration. Their low energy consumption ensures
for manageable operating costs.

Large format displays with screen sizes
ranging between 32 and 70 inches have
increasingly established themselves into
daily life over the past several years, whether
they are used as an information terminal for
digital signage, as a display in the education
and training fields, or even in a corporate
environment. Due to their set-up in public
spaces or in other environments with extreme requirements, the LFDs endure a lot
of wear and tear, and must be robust and
resistant to dirt, liquid and mechanical influences. The demand for these types of large
format displays is growing.
The four models with screen sizes of 32
(80 cm), 43 (108 cm), 48 (121 cm) and 55
inches (139 cm) each deliver full HD with
a resolution of 1,920 x 1,080 pixels (2.1
megapixels). Thanks to LED backlighting
and the newest IPS, respectively AMVA3
panel technology, all four models offer high
brightness and contrast values, as well as
a precise color reproduction, even in extreme viewing angles of 178° (both vertically and horizontally).

www.jarltech.com

All monitors feature an integrated audio
system with ten 10 Watt speakers, for full
stereo sound. The VESA mounting holes
additionally allow for simple installation
of all the models.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, SIMPLY CONTACT YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE TODAY – CALL NOW.
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PRINT SYSTEMS: POS PRINTING

PRINT SYSTEMS: INTERVIEW

You cannot see a person's intelligence. We have also found out that
the same applies to printers. Optically nothing has changed with
the TM-T88VI. But on the inside the rigorous further development
will quickly become apparent, since elements of the TM-i platform
are clearly visible here. This is particularly demonstrated in the
implementation of numerous intelligent functions:
• Multi-interface communication: Operate stationary PC POS
systems and tablet checkouts simultaneously – for maximum
flexibility and a gradual tailored changeover.
• Server-direct print: Perfect for easy printing directly from web
applications.
• Beacon-Support (Bluetooth Low Energy only):
Automatically control the next available printer with a tablet.
• ePOS Software Development Kit (SDK): An SDK is
available for iOS, Windows, Android, as well as JavaScript
for web applications.
The new features give you fresh opportunities for implementing
current technologies with your customers. Particularly when it
comes to the co-existence of stationary and mobile checkouts, you
bring your customers in the ever-changing retail sector decidedly
forward. As needed, the change may also take place slowly, step
by step: integrate the TM-T88VI without any risk, because it is entirely backwards compatible for simple one-to-one printer exchange.

THE KING IS NOT DEAD.
LONG LIVE THE KING!
YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL HAIL EPSON'S
SUCCESSOR TO THE THRONE, THE TM-T88VI
At the checkout the TM-T88V stands for nearly unrivaled quality. Now Epson presents a successor. Crowning a new king
before the old one has stepped down from the throne is not
common. But when the old and new kings hit it off like Epson's
TM-T88V and TM-T88VI do, then why not? Read more to find
out why it is worth it for you to start making the switch now
with your customers.
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Interview: Michael Rabbe, Head of
Business Systems Sales EMEA at
Epson. A talk about artificial intelligence and the opportunities at the
POS, growing mobility and the use of
modern cloud technology.
Mr. Rabbe, how will the
POS look in 2020?
The way that retailers and restaurateurs
offer their services on the Internet will continue to significantly change. The possibilities of online commerce raise customer
expectations to a new level: the customer
examines and directly compares products
on the sales floor and online. It will become
the generation of “on demand".
But the traditional retail shop with its traditional POS will not die, of course,
because people appreciate the personal
interaction in the store. The Epson Retail
Study 2015 (see Update 1/2016, Editor's
note) shows that in the future a significant part of all purchases will take place
locally in the store. At the same time, the

MORE SPEED, MORE EFFICIENT, MORE RELIABLE
Epson has also optimized speed and reliability: with up to 350 mm
per second, the TM-T88VI is clearly one of the fastest POS printers
on the market, and with a MTBF of 360,000 hours it clearly
demonstrates endurance. Enhanced paper-saving functions and
an EnergyStar certification promise low operating costs. Another
plus: the standard integrated multi-interface with Universal Interface Board (UIB), either with parallel/serial/pUSB port, as well as
a USB-B and Ethernet port.
The people are going to love the new king! Order the TM-T88V
and TM-T88VI directly at Jarltech – simply contact your sales
representative today!

most successful businesses will be those
who maintain a strong presence both
online and offline. It is not without reason
that very successful online stores, like
Amazon, are trying to get their foot in the
door in retail.
What current issues concern
retailers at the checkout?
The worst thing for all successful shops
are queues. In the previously mentioned survey, 35 percent of respondents said that they will not enter a store
when they see queues. Retailers and
restaurateurs are therefore challenged,
by means of new applications, to form
an online and offline landscape that
meets customer demands. Customers
expect professional sales staff and
prefer to checkout as quickly as possible after deciding upon a product.
The market is changing, online and offline are growing closer together. At the

www.jarltech.com

same time, retail is under great cost
pressure. How is Epson responding to
these market changes?
As a market leader, Epson recognized
these changes early on and has taken
this trend into account with product
developments in recent years. In addition to the traditional PC architecture at
the POS, more and more tablet-based
POS solutions are appearing, particularly at smaller retail shops and in hospitality, both for service and also for
cost reasons. At the same time, the first
major retailers are already putting additional mobile services onto the sales
floor. For this purpose, Epson provides
solutions with its TM-intelligent technology, which provides integrators a solid
basis for effectively implementing tablet
POS solutions and modern offerings,
such as assisted sales and queue busting, click & collect, mobile payment,
BYOD and others.
(Continued on next page)
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Where does the brand new
TM-T88VI POS printer stand
within the Epson portfolio?
The newest generation of our TM-T88
flagship continues to set standards in
terms of durability, and offers flexible control options. Decisive is the fact that the
TM-T88VI has also evolved as a logical
consequence of the previously mentioned
market developments. We have designed
it so that it gives our customers the flexibility to work in a traditional PC-based POS
environment, and to offer web and tabletbased services simultaneously. Therefore,
it also supports many of the basic ePOS
functions.
The TM-T88VI shows that the Epson
portfolio is getting smarter. Is the ordinary POS printer soon to be obsolete?

Yes and no. Certainly most retailers /
restaurateurs today still use PC-based
POS systems, yet many want some
security for the future when making new
purchases, even if they are not using
web-based solutions today.
Although not everyone is moving the complete POS application to the cloud, the
trend is moving that way, that increasingly
web-based services at the POS are finding their way there ... The TM-m30 and the
new TM-T88VI therefore provide optimal
security for the future.

In recent years, the TM-intelligent
portfolio has grown strongly. Which
POS scenarios can customers now
realize with it?

poses a challenge for both retailers and
restaurateurs, regardless of the subsidiary’s size.

Primarily, sleek space-saving POS solutions can be realized using TM-intelligent
technology, because our intelligent printers can directly control common peripherals without an additional PC. Depending on the model, the POS application
can either be web-based (driverless and
platform independent from any popular
web browser), or be directly installed on
the printer. Also, spare checkouts are set
up quickly at peak times.

In what areas can Jarltech customers
count on direct support from Epson?

In addition, our technology allows for mobile
consulting and tilling directly on the sales
floor using tablet PCs and smartphones –
including receipt printing. Based on our
technology, which is used for many integrators as a platform, additional scenarios / services, for example, the use of Beacons, e-receipt, BYOD, couponing, click &
collect, etc. are possible ...

We are interested in close partnerships
with specialized POS resellers. Our partner program relies on the strong support
of just such integrators who drive our
TM-intelligent technology forward, in
addition to an attractive business commission done with the revenues of our
printers. The support of my team ranges
from passing on leads, joint appearances at trade fairs, discounted demo
devices / evaluation samples, free sales
and technical trainings, advertising subsidies and marketing support, joint press
releases and user reports, and upon
request, project support for the end customer. Our partners are also listed as an
authorized and qualified dealer on our
website.

For which industries is the intelligent
POS environment designed?
Clearly: retail and hospitality. Especially
for smaller retailers and restaurateurs,
because one can realize slim, affordable
POS environments based on the TMintelligent technology ... but also the first
major retailers are at least additionally
relying on web-based services ... This

EXPERIENCE FLEXIBLE
SOLUTIONS FOR PEOPLE
AND GOOD IDENTIFICATION
EVOLIS OFFERS A BROAD RANGE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
TO HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT CARD ISSUANCE SOLUTION

BENEFIT TOO FROM INTELLIGENT
EPSON HARDWARE AND LET US
ADVISE YOU - SIMPLY CONTACT
YOUR JARLTECH SALES
REPRESENTATIVE!

• A card printer range for every requirement, from small to high volumes:
monochrome or color printing, encoding (magnetic stripe, smart contact and
contactless cards), security features (holograms, patches, UV ink...).
• A large choice of consumables to guarantee optimal print quality: printing
ribbons, plastic cards, etc.
• A software package for card creation, available in many versions with advanced
functionalities.
• Many accessories to display and protect your ID badges, each offering easy
badge access and visibility.
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• Signature pads to secure the acquisition of handwritten signatures and easily
validate all kinds of documents: ID cards, contracts...

Evolis is the world leader with more than
280,000 card printers deployed around the world.
Recognized for its quality products (French
manufacturing, ISO 9001 certification,
eco-designed products), the company markets
its solutions to 400 partners in 125 countries.

www.evolis.com

PRINT SYSTEMS: CARD PRINTING

THESIX
SIXSTEPS
STEPS
IMPROVING
THE
TOTO
IMPROVING
YOURCUSTOMERS
CUSTOMERS
RETAIL
EXPERIENCE
YOUR
RETAIL
EXPERIENCE
ATTRACTIVE SHELVES AT A GLANCE
Evolis printers enable you to produce price tags with your own designs
and logo.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT
The employee badge data can be printed or recorded
on the badge: first name, surname, photo, job title,
department.

• Improving retailer brand and products’ recognetion: plastic cards with
high-quality printing give a professional image of your product range
• Information legibility: currency, price, measurement unit, barcodes,
ingredients, allergens

• Instant printing

• Adaptable and upgradeable: change the design as often as you like and
adapt it for each display or each product

• Reliability and durability of the plastic medium
• Data can be encoded according to need

Interoperable with your IT systems.

Combined ID and access control staff badges to
strengthen security within buildings.

FEEL REWARDED
Loyalty cards are a strategic medium for customer retention and
acquisition.

PLEASE WITH A GIFT CARD

• Promote retailer brand with printed logos or photo-quality graphics

Give your customers the chance to purchase
personalized prepaid cards in a few seconds...
• Offer customers several different card designs for birthdays,
saying thank you,...
• Personalized with the name and photo of the beneficiary
• Exceptional graphic quality

• Offer benefits or promotions to ensure customer loyalty and increase
the frequency of visits
• Identify customers by their first name, surname, address, etc
Using high-quality printers and their multiple encoding technologies
(magnetic strip, contact chip, barcodes, etc.) Evolis printers allow the
instant issuance of loyalty cards directly on point of sale. With the easy
use of cardPresso software, customization and customer data can be
easily recorded quickly and efficiently.

At the counter or at an unattended kiosk, the gift card can be
issued to customers and used immediately by the recipient.
Include the amount and all the data you wish on the card,
using the various encoding option available.

INSTANT PRINTING OF CUSTOMIZED PAYMENT CARDS

BUILD STRONGER CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

The Evolis product offer is suitable for all kinds of instant issuance of payment cards,
whatever the card type – including debit cards, credit cards, and prepaid cards:

Save time and paper through simple, easy electronic handwritten signature.

• Affordable solutions for basic instant printing (graphic only)

• Secure and ease the e-signature/ consent

• Cloud or local interface for SAAS mode or fully integrated mode

• Display all document for signature on the pad

• Our solutions can be manual or automated, and they can be integrated into terminals
for self-service use

Shopper or staff authentication is secured with encrypted data transfer
and biometric data capture.

Evolis has set up over 50,000 bank card customization systems throughout the world.

The time saved by automating business processes means stores staff
can spend more time with customers rather than handling paperwork.

• Streamline your shopper programs subscription

EVOLIS, A FULL RANGE OF IDENTIFICATION SOLUTIONS FOR RETAIL SHOPS
Card printers, card design software, digital signature pads, accessories and much more!
Evolis, the worldwide leader, develops, manufactures and markets a complete range of personalization solutions for plastic cards
(personal data printing and all encoding options). The Company markets also a full line of products and services for identifying people
and goods: software, accessories, signature pads and services.
24
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PRINT SYSTEMS: POS PRINTING

PRINT SYSTEMS: LABEL PRINTING

STAR MICRONICS
Benefit from the entire spectrum of Star hardware for the mobile
and stationary POS with Jarltech including the largest range of
Bluetooth printers for receipts, labels and tickets, as well as
mPOP, the world's first cash drawer with an integrated receipt
printer. In addition, there are thermal printers with Bluetooth and
Wireless LAN connectivity, matrix printers, cash drawers, kiosk
and embedded printers, plus the compact and lightweight mobile
printers for mobile cashier and receipt printing applications.

WITH RECEIPT AND TICKET
PRINTERS FROM STAR EVERY
POS BECOMES A HIGHLIGHT

The Star philosophy has always been based on offering dealers
with innovative, user-friendly solutions at a competitive price.
That is why Star printers are used in several of the world's largest
retail shops and restaurants. What is also more attractive for you
and your customers: benefit from even more security, thanks to a
48-month warranty on nearly all products – including the print
head and auto cutter.
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AMPLE REASONS FOR
CELEBRATING WITH
ONE OF THE GIANTS
IN THE INDUSTRY

YEARS OF TSC
In 1991 the Taiwanese semi-conductor manufacturer TSC was one of the first companies to recognize the potential of Auto-ID
solutions for the industry – and founded its
own thermal printer division. The once OEM
manufacturer developed over the years into
a real global player, who nowadays has one
of the most comprehensive and top-quality
portfolios to offer in the AIDC sector.

industrial printer category. The latter also
includes two 6-inch and two 8-inch thermal
transfer printers capable of generating
wide horizontal codes, without having to
turn the image.

The desktop segment features nearly 30
models, and approximately 25 are in the

All TSC printers distinguish themselves
with their top equipment features, an excellent price-performance ratio and the bestin-the-industry 2-year warranty. Thanks to
integrated Firmware they easily incorporate
themselves into existing networks, or operate in stand-alone mode, independent of
the network.

LIKE NO ONE
ELSE: TX600

EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO PRINT

Discover the entire Star portfolio at Jarltech – simply make
the call to get some advice!

NEWS &
HIGHLIGHTS

DIGITAL AND MOBILE: ALLRECEIPTS
With AllReceipts from Star you can also offer your customers a
free-of-charge mobile solution – to anonymously generate and
send digital sales receipts, support mobile marketing activities
and engage in central device management via the cloud.
The proprietary Star cloud service is integrated free-of-charge
in the driver for all TSP100, TSP650II, TSP700II and TSP800II
models. Your customers simply need to scan the QR code on
the receipt, download the app and then they also receive the
receipt digitally – without having to transfer personal data.
This way, your retail customers may additionally transfer up to
four digital coupons, images, or text information, for better
customer retention and an extended range of mobile marketing offers.
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ETHERNET PORT AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE

The mid-range label printers TTP-246M
Pro and TTP-344M Pro have new article
numbers and now feature a standard Ethernet port for simple network integration.
The best part: the list price has not
changed, and thus remains highly attractive! Do the price check for yourself!

A desktop label printer for HD barcodes with
a phenomenal print resolution of 600 dpi
(24 dots/mm) is a rare commodity. Where
your customers would have to spend much
more for mid-range or industrial printers in
an emergency, simply offer them the compact TSC desktop variant TX600.

The TSC product range also comprises
accessories such as keyboards, external
label reels, the matching cutting mechanism, plus Bluetooth and Wi-Fi modules,
thermal transfer foils and label software.
This way, you round out the solution for
your customers and benefit at the same
time from more profit.

Learn more about TSC and all their products, of course, from your customer
service representative. He will gladly make you a personal offer.

www.jarltech.com
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PRINT SYSTEMS: MOBILE PRINTING

TOP OFFERS

THE SOLUTION TO
PROBLEM #1 IN LOGISTICS
AND IN THE FIELD

TOP PRICES FOR TOP HARDWARE

THE CMP-40L IS CITIZEN'S
NEW MILESTONE IN
RELIABILITY

T2236MSC
(Art.no. T2236MSC-B2)

T1731SR
(Art.no. T1731SR-B1)

What do workers and field technicians
hate the most when they are en route? A
technical failure at locations where there
is no service team or spare device to be
found for miles around! If equipment goes
on the blink, you have to improvise. Generally, both productivity and customer
service greatly suffer as a result. Citizen
says that's not how it has to be, and now
proudly presents the mobile CMP-40L.

PRIORITY: RELIABILITY

Happy customers are those with reliable
hardware. Reliability was therefore the focus
when Citizen developed the new portable
direct thermal printer. The CMP-40L is dropresistant up to 1.8 m and is IP54-certified –
so it is not so quickly stopped.

LABELS AND RECEIPTS –
WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED

On the warehouse workers' belt, at admissions control for events or for shelf replenishment and labeling in the shop – use
the CMP-40L everywhere it is needed. Its
range of services: labels, receipts and
tickets up to 112 mm wide. What more do
you need?

WIRELESSLY AND
SEAMLESSLY CONNECTED

The CMP-40L has everything to makes users
and integrators' lives as easy as possible:
use the CMP-40L either as a WLAN model
or with an MFi-certified Bluetooth interface
for complete wireless operation with any
mobile device.

Fast, reliable and
versatile: the
Citizen CMP-40L.

• PCAP touch technology with
10 independent touch points
• Simple connection via VGA or DVI
• Elegant, open frame design

HAVE YOU TRIED TO OPERATE YOUR
SMARTPHONE WITH YOUR EYES SHUT?

Probably not. If so, you surely noticed that
it works better when you can see… the
same applies to the CMP-40L. It features
a colour display which greatly simplifies
user operation.

YOU HAVE THE ABILITY TO POSITIVELY
INFLUENCE YOUR CUSTOMERS' PRODUCTIVITY: LET YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE MAKE YOU A PERSONAL OFFER.
SIMPLY CALL!

• Desktopmonitors with integrated
17” touchscreen (1,280 x 1,024)
• Resistive touch technology
• Long-wearing, robust design

Granit 1980i
(Art.no. 1980iFR-3USB)

Granit 1911i
(Art.no. 1911iER-3USB-5)

• Bluetooth scanner for 1D and 2D barcodes
• Up to 50,000 scans on a single charge
• Impact and cold-resistant, IP65-protected

• Extremely robust
long-range scanner
• Reads 1D and 2D barcodes
from 15 cm to 16 m
• Impact-resistant, dust and splash
water-proof, according to IP65

*Offers valid until 15 July 2016, may not be combined
with other special offers and good while supplies last.
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Last week, it
was "loading...“!

Willy changed
the WLAN name.
again.

That one cost
me 15 minutes of
my life...

A
Zeb r a
To

REMEMBER
HOW HE SET IT TO
"LAN-OF-THE-FREE“?
FOR ME, "I‘M
UNDER YOUR BED!“
WAS THE WORST!

HMM-MM
MMMPFF!

OR "PRETTY
FLY FOR A WIFI!“
that
won‘t be
necessary…

{SIGH.}
I’ll have
a word
with him.

© Jarltech 2016

from

multi-touch meets multi-tough

To “NSA
Surveillance
Van“!

What’s
wrong guys?

UMPF!

…We already
have!

Thump!

JARLTECH APP
New Design with
even more new features!
Simply scan the QR Code and
download the app for free!
Apple Watch support

One worker, one handheld – endless potential.
Forget huge heavy handhelds. Forget slick fragile phones. Inventory,
stocking, customer engagement – high-speed workers that train fast and
work faster need both: Tough, purpose-built versatility plus the intuitive
swipe and flow of a smartphone. Better still: Your choice of Windows®
or Android™ operating system. Introducing the Dolphin™ 75e Mobile
Computer – a singular solution for fast-paced workflows.
CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Look closer at www.honeywellaidc.com/Perspectives-D75e

© 2015 Honeywell International Inc.
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Windows is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Android is a trademark or registered
trademark of Google Inc. Dolphin is a trademark or registered trademark of Honeywell International Inc.
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Datalogic
Innovation Plus
Android in a
Full Touch PDA

www.datalogic.com

Ergonomic, compact and robust, the DL-Axist™
PDA is a complete package combining a user
friendly experience with the latest technology.
A brilliant full touch 5” HD screen with an
appealing look and feel are combined to deliver
industrial ruggedness to survive indoor and
outdoor use.

RETAIL

MANUFACTURING

T&L

HEALTHCARE

